In this paper we describe the experience of one of the first implementations of X3D binary encoding [X3D] in the BS Contact viewer in terms of download size and parsing speed and present a proposal for the binary distribution of multi-user events implemented in the BS Collaborate server. The following is a study of encoding sizes using binary encoding as well as gzip and bzip2 compression algorithms. The results were measured in the newly developed encoding and parsing code for the FINE (Freeviewpoint Immersive Networked Experience) project [FINE].
Introduction
The FINE project is focused on developing a novel end-to-end architecture for the creation and delivery of a new form of live media content. The project is funded in part under the Seventh Framework Programme of the European Commission. FINE will deliver live free-viewpoint content to professional and home users which will be able to interact and freely explore a live-action 3D scene. Bitmanagement is working in this project on the creation of truly three-dimensional content which could be shown on regular 2D devices, stereoscopic displays and projectors and even on auto-stereoscopic displays or future holographic monitors.
In the course of this project we are required to find more efficient methods to encode scene descriptions and scene updates in a multi-user scenario, both in terms of bandwidth requirements and CPU requirements. Thus we implemented the upcoming X3D binary encoding and developed a bandwidth efficient means of message passing for X3D. * e-mail: herbert.stocker@bitmanagement.com † e-mail: peter.schickel@bitmanagement.com
X3D Binary encoding of scene descriptions
Traditionally, X3D scene descriptions are exchanged in XML encoding or in the older VRML encoding. The VMRL encoding exists in the variants VRML97 and X3DV. Both encodings are text-based file formats and are optionally compressed using the gzip algorithm.
With the emergence of the new X3D binary encoding standard we have implemented this encoding format in the hope of achieving faster content delivery and shorter loading times.
The biggest amount of information contained in a scene description is the numbers describing meshes. The text based encodings, XML-and VRML encoding, require that every such number needs to be transformed to its string representation when creating a scene description file and needs to be transferred back to its binary description when the file is loaded and displayed. The string representation of numbers is based on decimal numbers, which contradicts with the binary and byte based workings of a computer, and therefore both conversions are relatively complex and time consuming. Moreover, when parsing rows of numbers required to describe meshes, the parser does not know in advance how many numbers are to be part of the element. As a result it must dynamically extend the memory it has allocated for holding these numbers as more numbers are parsed. This also contributes to the parsing time.
With the X3D binary encoding the loader needs to just allocate a memory buffer of the right size and then copy the data directly from the file into that memory buffer. The only transformation it needs to do is converting the endianness of the data if the file does not match the machine architecture, and extending the bit widths of integer numbers if they are stored with fewer bytes per number than is native to the machine loading the file.
Distribution of multi-user events
In the multi-user platform BS Collaborate, we have implemented communication between clients, following the Networksensor proposal by Chris Thorne [THORNE] . This specifies an EventStreamSensor node that can have custom fields, similar to a Script node [LEI] . In X3D scenes, dynamics are generated by the scene graph nodes sending and responding to events, using a mechanism called Routes. With BS Collaborate, the EventStreamSensor node with its custom fields extends this Route mechanism across clients, over the network. Thus nodes can send events to their copies running in other clients or to other nodes in the same or other clients.
However, we feel that transmitting single values individually is not flexible enough, as sometimes multiple values belong together and should be transmitted as a single unit. A simple example is the position and orientation of an object, which belong together. If the position is received at a client and the corresponding orientation value does not arrive before the scene is rendered, the object may appear at an odd location for one frame. A more procedural approach resembling message passing similar to what is used in the AJAX [GARRET] paradigm appears desirable.
Especially in the course of the FINE project, we feel that we need a way to build relatively complex messages that we want to send across the network and then decode at the receivers end, using some scripting code. In this project we need to describe the players acting on a soccer field and to update their information quickly. (This happens at a rate of 25 updates per second). Each player consists of a 2D position on the field, an associated team (home/away team, referee, other), a jersey number, speed, and so on.
Over time the number of actors on the field may change, e. g. if a player sees the red ticket and must leave, or if spectators enter the field. Managing this with the EventStreamSensor approach would require dynamically creating and destroying EventStreamSensor nodes with the createX3DFromString() function and updating the routing graph accordingly, when actors enter and leave the field. This is very cumbersome for a programmer. With a more message-based algorithm, the script code could just instantiate and destroy the player avatars as necessary, and could send them the events as they are decoded from a received message.
Further, as the project evolves, the set of parameters describing an actor may change. With the EventStreamSensor approach this would require complex changes in the EventStreamSensor interface and routing graphs. A more message based approach appears feasible.
BIFS format in MPEG-4
BIFS (Binary Format for Scenes), as part of the MPEG-4 standard [MPEG-4/BIFS], is a patented binary format for describing and animating a scene graph. The vocabulary of nodes BIFS can describe is derived from VRML97, with extensions for 2D and other nodes. It is a stream-able scene-description that can be used to animate a scene via commands for replacement, deletion and insertion. Thanks to the underlying MPEG-4 Systems layer, integrated audio/video content can be tightly synchronized with these server driven scene graph updates.
Measurement of loading time and file size
To verify the benefits of X3D binary encoding versus the traditional text based approach for loading model descriptions, we took a scene of a soccer stadium, which is typical for the FINE project. The scene used consists of 13 primitives and 118146 triangles. It is 4.1 MB in size as an uncompressed VRML encoded file.
Fig. 1: The model used for the measurement
To compare the file sizes and loading times we converted this model from .x3dv into an XML encoded .x3d file and into a binary encoded .x3db file. To compare the effects of binary encoding with the traditionally used gzip compression, we compressed all the 3 files with gzip and maximum compression.
As a further experiment, we used bzip2 compression to see its effect on the file size.
When we tried to measure the loading times of these file formats, we realized that the file is too small to get reliable accurate results. We wanted to measure the time between issuing the load command and the moment BS Contact begins to render the scene. Since BS Contact does not deliver an event when it has completed the first rendering of the scene, we had to verify with a wall clock. To get measurable results we placed 20 copies of the stadium model in a file and reconverted it to the other file formats. Table 1 shows the resulting file sizes. The fact that the rows for VRML encoding and XML encoding show the same numbers, indicates that the largest part of an X3D file is the numbers describing meshes. The non-numeric code in between is therefore negligible, and the increased verbosity of XML encoding in contrast to VRML encoding has no effect on the file size.
Results of scene description comparison

Comparison of file sizes
Although the bzip2 algorithm is newer than gzip, it could in no case generate a stronger compression than gzip. While the generic compression algorithms gzip and bzip2 can reduce the file size only to 25 % of the original file size, binary encoding reduces it to 13.4 %. Gzip compressing the binary encoded file squeezes out another 8 % of that file, so that the gzip compressed binary encoding is the most effective procedure, which reduces the file size to 12 % of the original, uncompressed file, or to 50 % of the traditional gzip compression method.
This indicates that with binary encoding followed by gzip compression, bandwidth requirement of X3D content delivery can be reduced by a factor of 2 compared to traditional methods. Applying the gzip is not significant.
Comparison of loading times
To measure the time required to load the scene we have aggreated 20 copies of the stadium into to a file and measured the time it takes from starting BS Contact until the scene is loaded and BS Contact begins to render fluently. Starting BS Contact without loading a scene takes approximately 1 second; therefore the exact value of this loading time is negligible. This indicates that binary encoding is the method which is fastest to parse, out of the three encodings available for X3D content. Binary encoding loads twice as fast as VRML encoded files in our implementation, and faster by a factor of 3.7 compared to XML encoding.
Binary transmission of multi-user events
Our approach, that we call 'SFBlob', is an alternative to exchanging XML or JSON snippets commonly used in web applications. The drawback of XML and JSON is that before transmitting of a message the values are converted to a string representation and intermixed with certain syntax to specify the structure of the message. The message is then a lengthy string describing the structure and the values of the message. This string must then be parsed on the receiver's side to extract the values and the values must be converted back to their binary representation before they can be passed to the application code. This creates complexities in the transport framework that affects the number of CPU cycles used to encode and decode a message. The advance of XML and JSON however is the increased flexibility for the application developer and therefore eases application development. In our approach every value stays in its binary representation when we serialize it. The only transformations involved are reducing or extending bit depths and endianness conversions. Unlike XML and JSON we add no information that describes the data that is serialized. This allows us to transmit rather short messages and to reduce the CPU cycles involved in packing and unpacking values to/from a message. For the application developer this requires that the code on the sending side and on the receiving side must match exactly in the order the values are read and written, and in the format (bit depth, integer vs. floating point) they are packed in the message. Otherwise data corruption may occur. 
XML/JSON SFBlob
Concept
Our binary approach for multi-user messages is adapted to the JavaScript scripting language, which is embedded in the X3D scene description format. Therefore a message is represented by an object that we call 'SFBlob'. The letters 'SF' denote that it is a single field, and 'Blob' stands for binary large object, which is a term used in connection with databases and indicates that it contains a value that is larger than just a single integer, floating point number or string.
By having the SFBlob object to be a field type, SFBlob objects can be routed to EventStreamSensor nodes, which then transmit them over the network to the server or to other clients. Since EventStreamSensors are associated with a stream name, and the fields that are used to transmit the SFBlob messages also have a name, there is a hierarchical (two levels) name space of message channels that script code in the server or client can subscribe to.
The SFBlob object
The SFBlob object has methods for storing values in the object and for retrieving them. The write method accepts a format string and a variable number of parameters:
1: var Msg= new SFBlob('little-endian'); 2: Msg.write('u16 f s8', A, B, C);
Line 1 creates a new message object that is set to encode numbers with little-endianness. Line 2 writes the values of the variables A, B and C to the message and the string 'u16 f s8' specifies how these values should be packed. 'u16' specifies that A should be converted to an unsigned integer value that is then written as a 16 bit value, 'f' specifies that B should be converted to a float and stored as such, and 's8' specifies that C should be interpreted as a string value stored as a null-terminated UTF-8 string. Multiple such write statements can be issued to add more data to the message, for example inside a loop.
The SFBlob object has length and pos properties to access and manipulate the length and current writing position of the object. A byteOrder property allows specification of the endianness.
On the receivers end, values can be extracted with the read method. Since JavaScript does not support passing values by reference, each value must be extracted separately.
1: function HandleMessage(Msg) 2: { 3:
var A= Msg.read('u16');
4:
var B= Msg.read('f');
5:
var C= Msg.read('s8'); 6: } There are format specifiers for compound values like SFVec3f or SFRotation. For example, the statement Msg.write('f3 f4', Pos, Ori); writes an SFVec3f as a series of 3 floats and an SFRotation as a series of 4 floats to the message, provided Pos and Ori contain those data types.
Further notes
If an SFBlob should be converted to/from a string value, base-64 encoding is used. This gives the content developer more opportunities of using an SFBlob. E. g. SFBlob objects could be pre-initialized: 1: Script 2: { 3: field SFBlob DefaultMsg "aGVyc3RvIHdhcyBoZXJlCg" 4: … Upon request we implemented storing integers with 3 bytes (24 bits).
We experimented with the encoding of orientation values and found that we can store an SFRotation in 3 floats rather than the usual 4. We could further reduce this to 3 bytes, 2 bytes or even 1 byte, depending on the required accuracy. The one-byte representation represents the the SFRotation as three integer values that are encoded as two 3-bit values and one 2-bit values, and works surprisingly well.
Similarly, we can encode an SFColor value as 3 floats or a 3-byte sequence.
A hexDump method creates a string representation of the SFBlob object that can be used for diagnostics.
We did not implement an MFBlob object, i. e. an array of SFBlob objects, because we don't see much use in it. On the first glance an application with an undo history would be a good example for use of MFBlob, because each undo step could be summarized in an SFBlob value and then stored in an MFBlob array. However, we think that other language features, e. g. JavaScript objects fit better for such applications.
In order to support the findings of section 2 with more experiments we have tested the new compression method with two other files (TestfileA and TestfileB) containing even more geometry derived from CAD data. Also the parsing times were analyzed with these two further files on an Intel i7 CPU 3.07 GHz system with 6.00 GB RAM. In order to measure the loading time significantly the files have been loaded ten times in a sequence. The loading time of TestfileA in X3D binary encoding takes only 56% of the original, whereas the loading time of TestfileB in X3D binary encoding takes 60% of the original loading time. Also here we measure only a small overhead in terms of loading time of the g-zipping step between the X3D binary encoded and X3D binary encoded and g-zipped file.
Conclusion
We compared file sizes and loading times of the three available encoding schemes for X3D content, VRML97/X3DV, XML and binary, together with commonly used gzip compression and bzip2 compression. We found that binary encoding followed by gzip compression is the most space efficient method to represent X3D content. It reduces the file size and therefore transmission times by a factor of 10 compared with VRML97/X3DV and X3D encoding, and by a factor of 2 compared to commonly used gzip compression. Further, binary encoded X3D files load faster than VRML and XML encoded files by a factor of 2 to 4.
We also introduced a means of passing multi-user messages between clients of the BS Collaborate platform that is convenient to the programmer by being message-oriented and allowing more procedural code, compared to the former, EventStreamSensor based approach. The method we implemented uses binary encoding for the values a message consists of, and therefore provides a faster and more bandwidth-efficient means of network communication compared to exchanging XML or JSON messages. On the other hand it requires the developer to pay more attention on the matching of sending and receiving code. This SFBlob data type can have uses outside of the domain of network communications.
